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The article presents four original algorithms of the reference set
condensation to control the compromise between the speed and the
quality of classification based on the obtained condensed reference
set. The results obtained confirm the usefulness of the proposed
algorithms, particularly in the case of very large training sets.

1. INTRODUCTION
The article refers to one of the biggest problems of pattern recognition,
which is a compromise between the time of making a decision and its
correctness. The speed of executing an algorithm is a key factor in the case of
making a decision in the constrained time interval, e.g. in industrial processes,
where the continuity of production cannot be broken because of too slow
decision-making. In other cases (e.g. in biomedical data analysis), certainty that
classification is correct is more important, i.e. whether the reliability of
classification is acceptable. The reduction of incorrect decisions is usually
possible by using a more complex recognition algorithm; however, this results in
extending the time of a decision-making process.
This article presents a group of ‘flexible’ algorithms which enable one to
control the compromise between the speed and the quality of classification
within possibly the widest range. They were created according to the author’s
own concepts of the reference set size reduction for the decision rule based on
the nearest neighbourhood. These are the following:
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The condensation of the reference set by the method of cutting hyperplanes.
Modified Chang’s algorithm.
Bubble condensation algorithm.
Cascade algorithm.

2. CONDENSATION OF THE REFERENCE SET BY THE
METHOD OF CUTTING HYPERPLANES
The presented method of condensation is based on assigning precisely one
pair of the mutually furthest points (from different classes) to each point from the
learning set. In the case when the furthest points are located at equal distances,
the one with a lower index is selected. Because the same pair of the mutually
furthest points or the pair in which a particular point coincides with another may
correspond to many objects, a pair with a lower number (i.e. the one which was
found faster) is selected. The problem of the coincidence of points belonging to
the same classes and possessing precisely the same characteristics was solved by
omitting them (removing them from the test sets). This did not have a negative
effect on the level of the classification error, when classification was performed
with the use of the obtained condensed sets. The pair of the mutually furthest
points is used to determine the hyperplane dividing the selected subset of the
reference set. The hyperplane passes through the centre of the segment
connecting these points and is orthogonal to it. As the first set, the whole
learning set, which plays a role of the reference set, is divided. The next subset to
be divided is automatically determined by the algorithm. New subsets obtained
as a result of the division are replaced with the gravity centers and their
assignment to a specific class are performed according to the majority criterion,
i.e. they are assigned to the classes most heavily represented in each of the two
obtained parts.
For the needs of the described condensation method, the algorithm of
finding the mutually furthest points was introduced (Jó wik and Kie 2005), the
outline of which is presented by means of a pseudo code.
T – the set of all testing objects, t – an element of T set;
t = [a1, a2 … an]; a – a feature describing the point; n – the number of features
i00.
i01.
i02.
i03.
i04.
i05.

START;
choose tk = t0 (t0 = the first element of T set);
t z = t k;
find tx element so that || tk , tx || = max, if tx = tz go to i05;
tz = tx, tk = tx, go to i03.;
END
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Below, the pseudo code of the algorithm for the reference set condensation,
based on determining the mutually furthest objects, is given.
T – the learning set containing m objects; Z – the condensed set;
Tj – subsets of the learning set, j=1,2,...,i, determined after performing ith
iteration;
T = {t1, t2, …, tm}; x, k – indexes of elements from the set T;
t = [a1, a2 … an]; a – a feature describing an object; n – the number of features;
i00.
i01.
i02.
i03.
i04.
i05.
i06
i07.
i08.
i09.
i10.
i11.

START; i=1; Ti = T; Z= {i.e. empty set};
Find a pair of the mutually furthest objects tj and tk in the set Ti;
Construct a cutting hyperplane of g(t)=0 equation basing on points tj and tk;
TiA= {t∈Ti: g(t)>=0}; find a centre of gravity ziA of the set TiA;
TiB= {t∈Ti: g(t)<0}; find a centre of gravity ziB of the set TiB;
Delete Ti, store TiA as Ti and TiB as Ti+1; next i=i+1;
Delete the gravity center of Ti;
Z= Z∪{ziA, ziB};
Estimate a classification error for 1-NN rule working with the condensed
set Z and store it;
Arrange Tj sets, j=1,2,...i, so that Ti is the largest set;
If Ti contains more than one objects, go to i01;
END

After a new reduced set has been determined (i.e. after each iteration), the
classification error for 1-NN rule applied to the present condensed set is
computed with the use of the leave-one-out method.
The application of the author’s algorithm, particularly when computing the
error every second iteration, allowed one to obtain a better result in a shorter
time than the standard 1-NN method in the case of medium sized sets (5000-6000
elements). Basing on the computations performed for various sets, it was noticed
that in each case the construction of the reference set enables one to find the best,
at a particular moment, condensed set which may replace the original reference
set; such a condensed set gives a lower classification error.

3. MODIFIED CHANG’S ALGORITHM
The advantage of Chang’s algorithm is a considerable reduction of the
reference set. Its drawback is a relatively low speed. The original procedure of
Chang’s reduction is presented below in the form of a pseudo code:
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ORIGINAL CHANG’S ALGORITHM
T = {t1, t2, …, tm} – the learning set containing m objects t;
t = [a1, a2 … an]; an element of T set, a – a feature describing a point; n – the
number of properties
Z – the current reduced set;
– an empty set; key1 and key2 – working variables of logic type;
i00.
i01.
i02.
i03.
i04.
i05.
i06.
i07.
i08.
i09.

START, A= , B=T; A={a random object from B};
key1=false; key2=false; B=B-A;
Find p∈A and q∈B, so that the distance d(p,q) is minimum;
If p and q are from the same class, determine a set Z=A∪B∪{p*}- {p,q},
where p*=(p+q)/2;
If p and q are from the same class and Z is the same as T, key1=true and
key2=true;
If key1=true, A=A-{p}∪{p*} and B=B-{q};
If key1=false, A=A∪{q} and B=B-{q};
If B≠ , go to i02;
If B= and key2=true, B=A and A= and go to i01;
If B= and key2=false, Z=A and END.

‘key1’ is to register that two objects p and q have been replaced with one object
p*, ‘key2’ is to recognize that no merger has taken place and that the algorithm
should be ended.
The modification proposed by the author of this thesis aims at accelerating
computations by replacing a larger number of objects, not only a pair of them,
with one object. For any object, it is possible to determine all objects from the
same class which are located at a shorter distance to it than any other object from
the opposite class. Then, all those objects are replaced with their gravity centre
with the same label as objects on the basis of which it was computed. In each
case, after a new set has been determined, its reliability was checked with the use
of the 1-NN rule and the computation of the error by the leave-one-out method.
Modified Chang’s method is presented below.
MODIFIED CHANG’S ALGORITHM
T – the learning set containing m objects t;
Z – the current reduced set; P – the working set;
– an empty set; key1 and key2 – working variables of logic type;
i00.
i01.

START, A= , B=T; A={a random object from B};
key1=false; key2=false; B=B-A;
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i02.
i03.
i04.
i05.
i06.
i07.
i08.
i09.
i10.
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Find p∈A and q∈B from other class than p object, so that the distance
d(p,q) is minimum;
Determine a set P={t∈B: d(t,q)<d(p,q)} and its centre of gravity p* with
the same label as the label of the object p;
Determine a set Z=A∪B∪{p*}-P;
If Z does not worsen the classification of T set, key1=true and key2=true;
If key1=true, A=A∪{p*} and B=B-P;
If key1=false, A=A∪P and B=B-P;
If B≠ , go to i02;
If B= and key2=true, B=A and A= and go to i01;
If B= and key2=false, Z=A and END.

‘key1’ is to register that two objects p and q have been replaced with one object
p*, ‘key2’ is to recognize that no merger has taken place and that the algorithm
should be ended.
The original Chang’s method does not perform further reductions of the
reference set if the classification error increases with the use of the currently
obtained condensed set. In the tests, the author allowed the original procedure to
perform further computations in order to examine how much Chang’s algorithm
may condense the original reference set, that is the learning set. It was necessary
to compare the original Chang’s algorithm with its modification proposed by the
author.
The performed tests indicate that the author’s modification of Chang’s
method is considerably faster than the original algorithm; however, the quality is,
unfortunately, much worse. Most frequently, however, it was possible to determine
such a degree of condensation which was accompanied by the acceptable lowering of
the classification quality. The lowering of the classification quality is not always a
monotone function of the condensation degree.

4. CASCADES ALGORITHM
The aforementioned algorithms of the reference set condensation, one of
which is based on finding the mutually furthest points and the other is the
modification of Chang’s algorithm, were incremental and eliminative,
respectively, i.e. the size of the condensed set increased or was reduced as a
result of a subsequent iteration. Therefore, the question arises whether a
combination of both aforementioned types of condensation, i.e. the cascade
algorithm of condensation, is more effective than each of these algorithms
executed separately.
The two algorithms presented above are based on the following two different
types of reduction:
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• incremental reduction – in which the condensed set is constructed beginning
from an empty set which is then successively increased;
• eliminative reduction – in which the reduced set is initially complete and then
its elements are successively deleted until the stop criterion is met.
The performed tests have not explicitly answered the question which of
these approaches is more effective.
The analysis of very large sets indicated that the incremental reduction leads
to a high level of errors at the initial stage. Much time is required to decrease
those errors. The eliminative reduction usually results in a low level of errors at
the initial stage of computations; however, much time is needed to achieve a
considerable reference set size reduction. The combination of both these
condensation types may consist in their sequential application. Firstly, the
classifier based on the method of finding the mutually furthest points was used
and during the second stage the reduction with the use of the modified Chang’s
method was applied. A significant issue to be solved was the transition criterion
from the first component algorithm to the second one. The misclassification rate
was adopted as a basis for its determination. To this aim a plot of dependence
between the error rate and the condensation degree (i.e. iteration number) was
used. The following two characteristic features of the classification error graph
were analyzed:
• intervals of constant (unchanging) error rate – the sequential condensation
steps do not considerably lower the classification quality;
• local minima – indicating the specific iteration of the reduction algorithm that
offers better classification quality than the condensed set of the previous
iteration as well as the condensed set of the following iteration.

5. BUBBLE CONDENSATION ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm of the reference set condensation (reduction)
requires a new decision rule. Therefore, the condensation itself may be
considered as the learning of the classifier. However, since it requires the
modification of the classification rule, the learning phase as well as
the
classification phase deserve a detailed description. In the classification phase, the
standard version of the 1-NN rule is not used any more.
During the learning phase, the set of hyperspheres, each containing objects
from the learning set which belong to one class only, is constructed. These
hyperspheres are disjunctive and cover all objects of the learning set. Such
hyperspheres are called homogenous hyperspheres. Each of these homogenous
hyperspheres is characterized by the following parameters:
• the base point – the point of the learning set which is the centre of a
hypersphere;
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• the radius – the distance from the base point to the nearest point belonging to
the opposite class or to the nearest surface of another hypersphere,
constructed earlier;
• the number of points inside the hypersphere.
The algorithm of the learning phase, i.e. the bubble algorithm, selects a
random point from the learning set (at the beginning from the complete learning
set) and marks it as the base point. Then, the distance from this base point to the
nearest point of another class or to the surface of another homogenous
hypersphere is sought. This distance is used to determine the range of a
homogenous hypersphere. The algorithm searches for the points lying inside this
hypersphere, stores their number and then deletes these points. The point from
another class which was used to determine the size of the area is deleted as well.
The learning set is covered with hyperspheres.
This algorithm is presented below in the form of a pseudo code.
T – the learning set containing m objects;
Ti – sets reduced in individual iterations;
Ki = (ti,ri,ni) – a combination: the centre, a radius, the number of points inside a
hypersphere without the base point;
Zi – a set of points from T set located inside Ki sphere;
00. START; i =2; T1 = T;
01. Choose a random point t1 from the set T1, find the distance r1 to the nearest
point y1 from another class and the number n1 of points from the T located in
the hypersphere K1=(t1,r1,n1);
02. Ti = Ti-1–Zi-1–{yi-1}, if yi-1 does not exist, assume that {yi-1} is an empty set;
03. If Ti is empty, go to 06;
04. Choose a random point ti from the set Ti and determine Ki = (ti,ri,ni):
• distance d1 from ti to the nearest point yi from another class,
• distance d2 to the nearest, already existing, hypersphere Kj, j = 1,2,..,i (it
is computed as a distance to the centre of the sphere minus its radius);
• mark the shorter of these two distances as ri;
• determine the number of points ni from the set Ti located in the
hypersphere with ti centre and ri radius;
05. i = i+1; go to 02;
06. END

6. CONCLUSIONS
The thesis presents new methods of the reference set condensation. The
most desired property of each of the methods presented was the possibility of
controlling the compromise between the speed and the quality of classification
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based on the obtained condensed reference set. Obviously, a good solution would
improve the quality of classification and accelerate the computations as well,
while reducing the size of the reference set. However, one should bear in mind
that classification may be one of the stages of a larger task connected with
processing information. In some applications (e.g. quality control), classification
must be performed in the real time of the production process, i.e. the classifier
must make the decision within the determined time. It is necessary to accept that
the recognition system, the component task of which is classification, may
increase the percentage of incorrect decisions; it is the time limit for completing
the task that is more important. However, the time of making a decision is not the
only key issue. There are cases where the classification quality is of the highest
priority. In the case of a medical data analysis, it is considerably more important
that the system verifies the data precisely than that it makes it fast.
As it was already mentioned, steering between the speed and the quality of
classification is of great importance in many cases. This thesis may constitute a
valuable contribution towards solving this problem.
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METODY KONDENSACJI ZBIORU ODNIESIENIA
DLA REGUŁ DECYZYJNYCH
OPARTYCH NA FUNKCJI ODLEGŁO CI
Streszczenie
W artykule przedstawiono cztery autorskie algorytmy kondensacji zbioru
odniesienia, charakteryzuj ce si mo liwo ci sterowania pomi dzy szybko ci a
jako ci klasyfikacji, opartej na uzyskanym skondensowanym zbiorze
odniesienia. Przeprowadzone testy dowodz , e zaproponowane algorytmy
umo liwiaj znacz c redukcj wielko ci zbioru odniesienia dla reguły typu
najbli szy s siad przy jednoczesnym zachowaniu jako ci klasyfikacji bliskiej tej,
jak uzyskuje si z zastosowaniem pełnego zbioru ucz cego u ytego w roli
zbioru odniesienia.
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